Standardized Patient (SP) Requirements and Regulations for Online Simulation Experiences

The following lists requirements and regulations that must be followed to be considered for cases that will take place during online instruction. Please read and initial that you understand each one, then sign and date the bottom of the document and return to your designated individual.

___ SP must have access to stable high-speed internet
___ SP must have access to a computer or tablet with video (i.e. Webcam)
___ SP must have the ability to access and utilize ZOOM features (including mute/unmute; video on/off)
___ SP must have access to technology (SimIQ and TTUHSC email)
___ SP will have the ability to print case materials for quick reference. Printing of case information is Mandatory for all OSCE cases.
___ SP must have access to an area with no distracting scenery (i.e., blank backdrop or wall, no personal information or family photos)
___ SP must have access to an area free of interruptions/distractions (family, pets, no sounds etc.)
___ SP has the access and ability to attend LIVE MANDATORY Zoom trainings
___ SP understands that there will be other people in the Zoom room with them:
   • SP will be partnered with another SP – one performing the live encounter, the other will complete the evaluation while watching and be ready to jump in if needed (ie during internet failure)
   • When possible, males will be partnered with males and females with females.
   • Several attendees may be in/out of encounters at any time (faculty, SIM staff, IT personnel, etc.)
___ SP will return all evaluations and emails promptly within 24 hrs. of encounters
___ SP will have the ability to accurately portray role and read findings at appropriate times
___ SP will adhere to the dress code and appearance discussed in the SP manual and appropriate for the case

I have read and understand the above requirements and I agree to uphold these requirements and regulations during online simulation encounters.

Print name: ____________________ Signature:________________________ Date: __________